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MYP5 A

“Don’t cry because it’s over, Smile because it happened.”-Dr Seuss.

These words have helped us hold our emotions to see ‘Our Dear
10A’ graduate from the Middle School.
It’s been an honour and privilege to watch you all grow from wide-
eyed lemmings to fine young adults. We can’t believe the time’s
passed so quickly. Well, you know what they say- time flies when
you are having fun. We re-experienced the joys of school life…. by
being part of your pranks, sharing secrets and jokes. We may not be
perfect, but when we look at you, we know that we’ve got
something perfectly right in our lives.
Our Blessings and love will always be with you! You guys simply
Rock!
And do remember:
“Dream as if you’ll live forever. Live as if you’ll die today.”- James
Dean

Your Form Tutors forever : Saurabh, Aditi and Danish Wahi



AADIT ADLAKHA
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Personally, the time when we sang around the bon-fire, during 9th grade
camps.

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
I have always wanted to make peoples life easier, and more convenient, which
I will fulfil through building softwares.

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Camps, a trip which brings everyone together, and where
everyone vibes as a group.

One song that got you through MYP5
Graduation- jw

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
"life is this, I like this" -Harvey Specter

MOST likely to...BARF

Mike Ross



ADA SETHI
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
The annual production practices

One dream which you want to accomplish once
you grow up
Living in a small cottage and working as a
librarian or living in New York with a spacious
studio apartment, working as a model &
travelling the world

One aspect of Middle School that you never want
to change
Camps

Favourite quotes, or lines from your
favourite show/movie
"Follow your inner moonlight; don't
hide the madness" - Allen Ginsberg

"Most people who are in denial don't
usually say they're in denial, that's
because they're in denial about being
in denial. But I'm not in denial. I'm
in denial. " Brooklyn nine nine

MOST likely to... BE THE NEXT KIM KARDASHIAN

Dear Zindagi - Kaira or Jackie
Big Bang Theory - Penny

One song that got you through
MYP5
Supercut by Lorde, 8teen by Khalid

We might remember you as…
The girl who never wore the school
uniform properly and was always
in dance clothes, chatting with
teachers



ARAV ANAND
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Grade 9 camps

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Getting a Maybach s600

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Classroom layouts

One song that got you through MYP5
Midas touch

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
Put some coke in the oven, call it baking soda

We might remember you as…
Annual production'18

MOST likely to... SELL WATER TO A WELL

Drizzy Drake 



ARNAV SHARMA

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Camps and carnival

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Enter RHUL or become an actor

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
I don't know

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
It’s a harsh world 

One song that got you through MYP5
Excuses by AP Dhillon

We might remember you as…
Sharmaji

MOST likely to... BE SUCCESSFUL

God from the movie “Sanju”



ARUNDHATI GOYAL

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Carnival 2019:- repeatedly buying extra booklets to get on the cup ride

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Want to work for Berkshire Hathaway to gain real life experience of
Business and Economics

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
the part where we don't have to sit in the same classroom all day and
get to see our friends outside the class after every lesson.

One song that got you through MYP5
Bastille- Pompeii

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
‘Hi, gina linetti. human form of the 💯(hundred) emoji'-gina
linetti (from the show: brooklyn nine nine)
Long:'cigarettes don't kill you unless you light them. and i've never
lit one. its a metaphor, see: you put the killing thing right between
your teeth but you don't give it the power to do its killing' -augustus
waters (from the book and movie: the fault in our stars’

MOST likely to... CHASE A TEACHER FOR GRADES

We might remember you as…
The girl that wouldn't tie her hair if her life
depended on it

Gina Linetti -B99



HARDIK PURI
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
WSC 2019

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Produce the no.1 billboard album.

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Teachers being after my life to improve

One song that got you through MYP5
Don't Believe the Hype

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“Technique can't be learned like tying your shoes or changing a flat tire. It's
something you gotta figure out for yourself.” From Initial D

“If wishes could be granted, if desires could be fulfilled, then I wouldn’t wish or
desire for anything after all. The things you’re handed on a silver platter are
never genuine, and never everlasting. And that is why I’ll always keep
searching.” From OreGairu

We might remember you as…
A Music Producer

MOST likely to... START WORKING 1
DAY BEFORE THE SUBMISSION

Araragi Koyomi from Bakemonogatari



ROHAN GUPTA

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Camps and boarding

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Make my parents proud

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Events and opportunities

One song that got you through MYP5
Give me some sunshine

We might remember you as…
Poet/Shaayar

MOST likely to... TO MAINTAIN GOOD 
RELATIONS WITH EVERYONE

Mr. Bean



SIDHANT VEER SUKHIJA
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
The time I have spent with my friends in classes and other

activities (•‿•)

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Accomplishing my goal of being a rapper

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
I think it should be teachers being frank with the students
because I feel that a student can only enjoy his middle
school when he can be himself instead of pretending

We might remember you as…
I have done many things in school so nobody is
forgetting me for a long time but I will miss pathways
because from first grade I have studied here I am still very
much connected to this school and will always be.

MOST likely to... BE A CELEBRITY. CURRENTLY WORKING
IN AN UPCOMING WEB SERIES

SK from Aspirants web series on YouTube

One song that got you through MYP5
Sweety Sweety - Delhi belly
Chapa Chapa Charkha Chale - Maachis

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“You know my name not my story. You know what I have
done, but not what I've been through” - Wiz Khalifa



ZAYED ARSHAD
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Rafting in grade 8 camps

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Forbes 100

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Proximity of the buildings

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite
show/movie
The seed which is not willing to let its shell rot,
can not bear fruits - Dirillis Ertugul

We might remember you as…
Zayed

MOST likely to... LIVE IN ANTARCTICA

Doctor Strange



AAYUSH SUKHIJA

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure Camps 2019 camps and Carnival

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To live a satisfactory life

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The faculties

One song that got you through MYP5
Alag aasma

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“Change the world by being yourself”

“Your time is limited, so don't waste it living someone else's life”

We might remember you as…
An interactive jolly natured student

MOST likely to... ENJOY MY SENIOR YEAR

Ayushman Khurrana



ABHINAV BHARGAVA
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
My favourite memory in MYP has been the MYP 4 camps. I have been in MYP for just two
years, yet I have gathered many memories I am fond of.

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Well, I want to go scuba diving once I grow up.

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
I have been a CBSE student before and the one aspect I never want to change about MYP
would be the system where it is the students who go to the teacher's room and not vice versa.

One song that got you through MYP5
I don't have what you call a favourite song but I like to listen to trap music.

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
" Joey doesn't share food!!"- Joey Tribbiani, Friends
“Sometimes I’ll start a sentence and I don’t even know
where it’s going. I just hope I find it along the way.” –
Michael Scott, The Office

We might remember you as…
The obedient and quiet kid

MOST likely to... ENJOY MY LIFE TRAVELLING

Terry Jeffords from Brooklyn Nine-Nine



DAKSH TUTEJA

Favourite memory from MYP1
through MYP5
My journey in Middle School
was incredible though there were
various ups and downs counting
and recording good and bad
memories altogether. My favorite
memory would be getting elected
as the Student Council member
and being recognized as
Community and welfare
secretary which is a great
opportunity for me.

One dream which you want to
accomplish once you grow up
One dream I want to accomplish
once I grow up is to be a huge
gamer and GFX designer and
get recognized as a great
individual.

One aspect of Middle School that you
never want to change
The portfolio subjects.

One song that got you through MYP5
“Drivers license"

Favourite quotes, or lines from your
favourite show/movie
“Nobody cares work harder“

“Life has no limitations except ones
you make”

We might remember you as…
People might remember me as a shy
kid, who is most likely to be a gamer
and be a gfx artist. Moreover, people
also might remember me as an athlete
due to my various participation in
sports events and marathons. People
might also remember me as
community and welfare secretary

MOST likely to... PLAY GAMES

Archie Andrews 



HARISH TANWAR

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
MYP5 Personal project

One dream which you want to accomplish once
you grow up
Be a successful businessman

One aspect of Middle School that you never
want to change
Portfolio subjects.

One song that got you through MYP5
AP Dhillon “Foreigns”

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite
show/movie
“Work until your signature becomes an
autograph”

We might remember you as…
Harish

MOST likely to... PLAY 
FOOTBALL

Akshay Kumar 



HRIDAY GOYAL

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Camps and boarding

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To travel around the world

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The food

One song that got you through MYP5
Harry Styles- Golden

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
"You only live once“

"What goes around comes around“

We might remember you as…
The guy who's ambidextrous

MOST likely to... WATCH NETFLIX

John B- Outer banks



ISHAAN VAID
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Working towards my goals

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Be happy, Be independent. Provide for the ones I love and do whatever I want.

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Walking back to class post lunch

One song that got you through MYP5
Yao Ming

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
" Short - “If you don’t know who I am, then maybe your best course would be to tread
lightly.”
Long - “My name is Walter Hartwell White. I live at 308 Negra Aroya Lane,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87104. To all law enforcement entities, this is not an
admission of guilt. I am speaking to my family now. Skyler, you are the love of my
life. I hope you know that. Walter Jr., you’re my big man. There are going to be some
things that you’ll come to learn about me in the next few days. But just know that no
matter how it may look, I only had you in my heart. Goodbye.”

We might remember you as…
Patrón

MOST likely to... OVERSLEEP

Ricky from Trailer Park Boys 



KSHITIJ SOOD

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
When school was indefinitely closed from March
2020, I had never experienced anything like that
and it was a unique experience

One dream which you want to accomplish once you
grow up
Be successful

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to
change
Going from class to class, in my opinion, is better
than staying in one class for the whole day

We might remember you as…
A student who didn't interact much with peers, but
used to be very active in class discussions

MOST likely to... DO SOMETHING 
I AM INTERESTED IN



MAULI SOOD
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Saying "you're not audible ma'am!!" when she's clearly audible😂

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To always be a kid at heart

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
My journey in Middle School wasn't academics. It was all about people, respect, self-worth
and realising my own potential. In the gymnastics room, I learnt about winning and
losing graciously. In the classroom, I learnt that doing your best counted far more than
academic ability.

One song that got you through MYP5
Best Song Ever by One Direction

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
The Office, season 7, episode 19, minute 14:45

“I'm so much cooler offline”

We might remember you as…
The new girl with maximum drama

MOST likely to... BE ASKED FOR ID AT THE AGE OF 30

Katerina Petrova from The Vampire Diaries 
Aditi from Yeh Jawaani Hai Diwani 



VEDIKA KABRA

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
I can't name a single favorite memory because all my memories are my
favorite ones. Each remind me of a different day and a different story,
and I can't choose any one over the others.

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Travel a lot, Learn how to ride a motorbike, Sky dive, Become a criminal
psychologist

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The Drama. No matter how much I hated the drama which happened with
our grade from MYP1 till MYP5. I never wanted it to change. The drama
made Middle School fun and irritating at the same time.

One song that got you through MYP5
There are many songs. Did I mention, Smiles for you, Something about you,
Sweetheart, Love Song and Shut up and dance

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“If you can't say something nice, don't say nothin' at all- Thumper”, Bambi

“Who am I? Who am I? I am the guardian of lost souls, I am the powerful, the
pleasurable, the indestructible Mushu- Mushu, Mulan. The flower that blooms in
adversity is the most rare and beautiful of all- Emperor, Mulan”

We might remember you as…
The girl who sent a "Hey ily and I'm here for you" message to everyone

MOST likely to... FALL OFF A ROOF WHILE DANCING AND
CRASH A STRANGER'S WEDDING Laila from Zindagi Na Milegi Dobara



MYP5 B

Dear Millennials,

Time to show your 21st Century skills we have sculpted

you with to the DP world. Always be happy. When you

go up to receive your Oscar do not forget to take our

names.

Be safe!

Our blessings always and forever.

Your Form Tutors forever : Anamika Bhadula ,

Seema Sareen and Parveen Kumar



ANSH GUPTA
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Carnival

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To make my parents happy

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
In Middle school we all stay like a family

One song that got you through MYP5
Memories

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“Frankly, my dear, I don't give a damn." Gone with the Wind

“I'm gonna make him an offer he can't refuse." The Godfather

We might remember you as…
The best Horse rider (just kidding)

Marlon Brando



ARNAV AGGARWAL
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Trip to USA

One dream which you want to accomplish once you 
grow up
Travel all around the world

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to 
change
Physical Education Classes

One song that got you through MYP5
Make you mine by Public

Favorite quotes, or lines from your favorite 
show/movie
“The past is relevant only as data.”
“Get to the next screen.”

We might remember you as…
Cool Dude

MOST likely to... DIE OF 
SOMETHING STUPID Charlie Harper from Two and A Half Men



DEV GUPTA

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Camps, Carnival, parties at Residence, Late night
gossips, Diwali parties, pranks on each other etc.

One dream which you want to accomplish once you
grow up
Be a successful man one day just like my father

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to
change
Using laptop between lessons to entertain ourselves

One song that got you through MYP5
Yaara teri yaari ko

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite
show/movie
What do you truly desire:- lucifer ,
I'm gonna make him an offer he can't refuse-

Godfather

We might remember you as…
Cute and good friend

Sonu from Sonu ke Titu ki 
Sweety 



DEV JANGHU

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
MYP4 Annual Adventure Camps

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Be a successful businessman

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Friendly nature of the staff and students

One song that got you through MYP5
“Yes Indeed”

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“I'm a dreamer. I have to dream and reach for the stars,

and if I miss a star then I grab a handful of clouds” -
Mike Tyson

We might remember you as…
Dev and his personality

MOST likely to... BECOME A BUSINESSMAN OR A 
POLITICIAN

Tom Cruise from Mission Impossible



EVANGELINA SACHDEVA

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Learning with the online classes was one on of toughest
challenges but one of good ones too by working at my
own pace

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow
up
I want to be a designer and explore more when I grow up

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to
change
Supportive teachers and surroundings

One song that got you through MYP5
Bonjovi

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite
show/movie
“Don't let anyone ever make you feel like you don't

deserve what you want”

We might remember you as…
EvaMOST likely to... GET A 

VACATION AND FRESH AIR

Kabir Singh 



GAURVI DUNEJA
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
I loved every moment I have been in MYP years for however my favourite memory from MYP2
to MYP5 would be the way everyone (especially boarders) have stuck together with each other
through thick or thin as a family and supported each other at every point for even the minutest
of things.

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
I want to establish a chain of luxury hotels across the globe

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
I never want the energy & the sportsmanship Middle School holds to change

One song that got you through MYP5
Dil dhadakne do or jaane kyun

MOST likely to... COMPLETELY FORGET
WHAT I WAS DOING A MINUTE BACK
AND THEN START DOING A TOTALLY
DIFFERENT THING ALTOGETHER

Laila - Zindagi na Milegi Dubara
Ayesha Mehra- Dil Dhadkne Do

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
"Life doesn't have to be so planned. Just roll with it and let it happen.”

"All of my life, everyone has always told me, 'You're a shoe! You're a shoe, you're a shoe, you're
a shoe! '. And today I just stopped and I said, 'What if I don't wanna be a shoe, What if I
wanna be a- a purse, y’know? Or a- or a hat! No, I’m not saying I want you to buy me a hat,
I’m saying I am a ha- It’s a metaphor, Daddy!?" (friends)

We might remember you as…
Someone who does tiktok dances anywhere without context, even while walking to the lunch
hall.



RANVEER SINGH
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Camps, carnival, boarding, talks with friends and teachers

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Become a billionaire

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Teachers

One song that got you through MYP5
sd

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite
show/movie
"This Is The Fight Of Our Lives. We Are Going To Win.
Whatever It Takes.“

“I Used To Have Nothing. And Then I Got This - This
Job, This Family - And I Was Better Because Of It. Even
Though They’re Gone, I’m Still Trying To Be Better.”

We might remember you as…
Annoying but trustful person and tuck smuggler

MOST likely to... COOK FOOD
Serious Black



SARTHAK JAIN

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
When I joined the school in MYP3

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
I want to be so successful so, that everyone in the world recognizes
me by my name

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The boarding life as it teaches you a lot of life skills

One song that got you through MYP5
Counting stars by one republic

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
"If you are good at something never do it for free- joker”

We might remember you as…
The one who is always smiling

MOST likely to... LAUGH WHEN THE TEACHER IS 
SCOLDING ME

Chandler from FRIENDS 



AANYA GARG
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
As I first stepped into Pathways, I knew that I wanted to start a new journey in my life. I have been a part of the
Pathways family for the past 3 years, and I have made countless memories with the people I love here the most.
However, one memory that I will never forget, and maybe counted as something I would be penalized for was
bunking sports with my bestfriend to eat in the Cafeteria. Haha. I clearly remember, how we were caught by
Saurav Sir, and he further joined us, rather than scolding us.

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
When I grow up, I want to be truly happy with what I have, and be proud of myself for where I have reached. It is
impossible to give back whatever my family has given me in the past 16 and coming years of my life, but I
would want to be successful enough to give them something meaningful, for them to keep forever. I want to
become a psychologist or a lawyer when I grow up. The thought of helping people who experience trauma and
being someone who people can approach and hold on to is what I want to become. To fight for the right.

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
From having daily quirky banter right before class starts to be a shoulder to cry on, the faculty has done it
all, and I would want everyone to have such an extravagant experience in Middle School. Lol, who would want
to miss out on Swati Ma'am screaming, “Bring your planner right now!"

One song that got you through MYP5
Girls- Girl in red

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
"We are infinite"- Charlie, The Perks of Being a Wallflower

"Seize the day, Boys"- John Keating, Dead Poet's Society

MOST likely to... BE VERY SWAG

Gamora- Guardians of the Galaxy 

We might remember you as…
The quirkiest person in the room



ABHAV PASRICHA
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure Camps

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Be balanced in all aspects of life

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Friends

One song that got you through MYP5
Yaar anmulle by Sharry Mann

We might remember you as…
I ran the jogathon in bronchitis, after which I coughed incessantly, it was
pretty embarrassing, so people might remember that to pick on me.

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
"You miss 100% of the shots you don't take"- Michael
Scott(The Office)

"Whenever I'm about to do something, I think 'Would an idiot
do that?' And if they would, I do not do that thing."- Dwight
Schrute(The Office)

MOST likely to... GAMBLE ALL MY EARNINGS 
BEFORE I GET THEM

The Professor-Money Heist



AZEEZ VERMA
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure Camps

One dream which you want to accomplish once
you grow up
To make my parents proud

One aspect of Middle School that you never
want to change
The FT lessons were fun and should never
change

One song that got you through MYP5
Frank ocean- IVY

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“Never give up and I figure life's a gift and I don't intend on wasting it. You don't know what hand you're
gonna get dealt next. You learn to take life as it comes at you... to make each day count.”

We might remember you as…
Good friend

MOST likely to... SLEEP DURING FT LESSON Michael Corleone



GARVIT ARORA
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Product Design Classes with Kairav and Apram

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Become an Industrial Engineer

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Friends

One song that got you through MYP5
Khal Nayak Hoon Main

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“I'm not perfect neither you are, Don't trust everything you see, even salt looks like
sugar”

We might remember you as…
The drone guy

MOST likely to... BECOME A BILLIONAIRE

DCP Rudra Adityadevraj- Sanjay Dutt - Policegiri



MOHAMMAD AJMAL QURESHI
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
MYP4 Annual Adventure Camps

One dream which you want to accomplish
once you grow up
Become a successful Businessman

One aspect of Middle School that you never
want to change
Love from the teachers

One song that got you through MYP5
Dil dooba

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite
show/movie
“Being happy never goes out of style”

“People cry not because they are weak. Its
because they have been strong for too long”

We might remember you as…
Ganju

MOST likely to... BE A 
SUCCESSFUL BUSINESSMAN

Zayn Malik 



SADHYA GOEL
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
A lot of boarding memories, spending time with all my friends and
camps

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
I want to happy and satisfied with what I have

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
I would not want to change anything about Middle School. It amazing
the way it is

One song that got you through MYP5
Kahin toh hogi woh

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite
show/movie
“Before you criticize someone, you should walk a mile in their
shoes. That way when you criticize them, you are a mile away
from them and you have their shoes.”

We might remember you as…
Shortest in the room

MOST likely to... FORGET ABOUT THE MOST 
IMPORTANT DETAIL

ADITI  - JAANE TU YA JAANE NA



SUMER GUPTA
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Going to Rajaji National Park for Camps

One aspect of Middle School that you never want
to change
I wouldn't want to change anything in Middle
School

One song that got you through MYP5
MACINTOSH PLUS - リサフランク420 / 現代
のコンピュー |

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“I wish there was a way to know you’re in the good old days, before you’ve actually left them.” – Andy Bernard (Ed Helms)

“Guess what, I have flaws. What are they? Oh I don’t know. I sing in the shower. Sometimes I spend too much time
volunteering. Occasionally I’ll hit somebody with my car. So sue me.” – Michael Scott (Steve Carell)

We might remember you as…
The quiet kid

MOST likely to... BE SUCCESSFUL

Ben Wyatt from Parks and Recreation 



VANDIT BINDAL
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure Camps

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow
up
I want to be a big businessman

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to
change
Teachers and the Residences

One song that got you through MYP5
Hindi Song- Brown Munde

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“In this world there are no sides, only players”

We might remember you as…
Vandit

MOST likely to... ENJOY VACATIONS

Salman Khan



MYP5 C

It‘s been an amazing two years and each day has given us plethora

of memories to cherish forever. As Form tutors we have enjoyed those

lame jokes, serious discussions about the never ending list of tasks to

execute and much much more. But each day only brought us closer. We

would like to thank each one of you for your valuable participation

and efforts you put in as peers to support one another.

Nurture your strengths and Dream Big. Wishing you all a very bright

future ahead !

Your Form Tutors forever : Sujata Raina and Savneet Kaur



ANUSHKA ROY
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Sixth-grade camps and the carnival ride which always makes me
nauseous (but I still go on it every year)

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To write for a news publication, direct a film and curate exhibitions for
an art museum

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The number of opportunities we get to find new interests

One song that got you through MYP5
'Love It If We Made It' by The 1975

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“And in that moment, I swear we were infinite.”

― Stephen Chbosky, The Perks of Being a Wallflower

“So this is it," said Arthur, "We are going to die."
"Yes," said Ford, "except... no! Wait a minute!" He suddenly lunged across the chamber
at something behind Arthur's line of vision. "What's this switch?" he cried.
"What? Where?" cried Arthur, twisting round.
"No, I was only fooling," said Ford, "we are going to die after all.” - Douglas Adams, The
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy

We might remember you as…
Someone who will casually run into a glass door unless it's made explicitly clear that
it's closed.

MOST likely to... CHANGE MY 
AESTHETIC EVERY MONTH 

Beth Harmon- Queen's 
Gambit



ASHALLE KUMAR MAHAJAN
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Coming First in Cross- Country

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Parkour

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Monika Ma’am

One song that got you through MYP5
Hollywood’s Bleeding Album- Post Malone

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“To reach heaven you need to go through hell”

“Life is a party and I'm the piñata”

We might remember you as…
The Quiet Kid

MOST likely to... LIVE



JESSICA JAHAU
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Living moment with my friends and becoming
independent , growing into a new person

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow
up
I would want to become a dermatologist and follow the
things I'm passionate about such as Music and Arts

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to
change
Diversity

One song that got you through MYP5
Come as you are - Nirvana

Favourite quotes, or lines from your
favourite show/movie
“I must learn to be content with being
happier than I deserve.” - Jane Austen

"First of all ew ,second of all ,eww" -
Maddy Perez

MOST likely to... BE LOWKEY ICONIC

Hong Seol from Cheese in the Trap

We might remember you as…
Nightingale of Middle School



KAIRAV KATHURIA
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure camps

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To be a successful businessman

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
My Friends

We might remember you as…
The kid that got cake in his ears during the first camps

One song that got you through MYP5
Father figure - George Michael

Chandler - FRIENDS



MYRA JAIN
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure camps

One dream which you want to accomplish
once you grow up
To have everything so I don’t have to do
anything after the age of 60

One aspect of Middle School that you never
want to change
The environment of Middle School, and its
vibes

One song that got you through MYP5
Do I wanna know about your daddy issues
(remix): The arctic monkeys and the
neighbourhood

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
"Now You Have To Ask Yourself One Question: "Do I Feel Lucky?" Well, Do Ya,
Punks?!"- The Mask

"Carpe diem. Seize the day, boys. Make your lives extraordinary." - Dead Poets
Society

We might remember you as…
The girl who always reads wattpad

MOST likely to... READ WATTPAD 
ALL THE TIME

Finn from Adventure time



OJASWINI GUPTA
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
MYP for me, has been like a rollercoaster. Actually, my
favourite one. The best memory from my MYP journey is
camps of grade 8, when I did my dream adventure
activity, rafting and grade 9 camps when I enjoyed with
my friends the most. MYP was magical and a spectacular
journey.

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow
up
I want to make my parents proud by doing anything
they'll dream for

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to
change
The idea of having Annual Adventure camps for every
grade in MYP

One song that got you through MYP5
Best song ever, Hai junoon - Zindagi na milegi dobara, tum hi
ho bandhu and gallan goodiyan

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
"Trust Breeds trust, you have to give it to get it" Elena from The
Vampire Diaries.

We might remember you as…
Oja

MOST likely to... DRIVE AWAY ON A RANDOM NIGHT WITH MY
BEST FRIEND WITHOUT TELLING ANYONE

Aditi from yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani



PRIYANSHI ARORA
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
MYP Annual Adventure Camps and Community service

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
I want to stay honest

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Honesty

One song that got you through MYP5
Tokyo-Drift

Favourite quotes, or lines from your
favourite show/movie
"If you are good at something never do it for
free”

“You get what you deserve..”

We might remember you as…
Priyanshi



SAKSHAM GUPTA
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
My Favourite memory from MYP 1 to 5 was boarding. Boarding was a completely new
experience for me in grade 6, first I was homesick but as I met new people made new friends,
met my Residence parents. This brought a change in my opinion about Boarding and I
started enjoying it. I changed my status from week boarder to term boarder. The weekends,
Movie nights and late-night talks were my best memories that helped me get through MYP

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
I want to study and have a successful life in New York City.

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The free lessons without a teacher were amazing, We used to play music, chat with our
friends, roam around the class and when we got to know where our substitute teacher is we
never use to go to that class.

One song that got you through MYP5
Illegal Weapon 2.0 is a Bollywood song that I and my roommates listened to when we felt

very lazy and lethargic and the song would give us instamt energy and a reason to dance.

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
'Why so serious?. Lets put a smile on that face- Batman: The dark knight

'When you hit rock-bottom you still have a way to go until the abyss- Money Heist

We might remember you as…
Chote and Gappu as these were the nicknames
given to me by my friends

MOST likely to... BECOME A FRIENDLY
AND HELPFUL PERSON WHEN I GROWUP

Joker from Batman 



ADARSH KUMAR
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
My favourite memory is from grade 7, I got the Best striker and Highest goal scorer
award in the 6th Pathways World School Aravali Invitational Inter-School Football
Tournament and I scored a free-kick in that match and we won by 1-0

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
I want to help others and be happy at the same time too. I also wanna make my
parents proud and I wanna return all the happiness that gave me

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Carnival and Annual Adventure camps.

One song that got you through MYP5
Still Be Friends by G-Eazy, Tory Lanez, Tyga

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
"Spread love everywhere you go. Let no one ever come to you without leaving happier." -
Mother Teresa

"Whoever is happy will make others happy too." -Anne Frank

We might remember you as…
As the Naughty Kid

MOST likely to... VANISH AND THEN TURN 
UP OUT OF NOWHERE

Jamie Randall from Love And 
Other Drugs



ANOSHKA RIJISH
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Receiving the SOS Bunka Bunka

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To be financially independent, rich and happy.

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Carnival

One song that got you through MYP5
Nothing's Gonna Hurt You Baby

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

"Hurry up and get on my level already." - Suna Rintarou, Haikyuu

We might remember you as…
The tall one

MOST likely to...MAKE THE BEST EXCUSES TO
GET OUT OF SOMETHING

Groot - Guardians of the Galaxy



BHAAVYA GAUR

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
When I used to eat brownies along with my friends after
school

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow
up
To have my own identity

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to
change
The System

One song that got you through MYP5
Sketchers

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
" Never let go " From Titanic

We might remember you as…
New girl to MYP 4

MOST likely to... ENJOY 
MY LIFE WITH PEOPLE 

AROUND

Leonardo DiCaprio



DIVYANSH HURRIA
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure Camps

One dream which you want to accomplish once you
grow up
Buying a house in every country from my own
earnings

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to
change
One aspect of Middle School that I never want to
change is the support that we get from our teachers

One song that got you through MYP5
There is no particular song but I like listening A.P
Dhillon's songs

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite
show/movie
“When you decide to be something, you can be it.” –
Frank Costello, The Departed

“You're nothing to me until you're everything.” –
American Hustle

We might remember you as…
A Badminton player



MAANINI MUKHERJEE
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure Camps MYP4 - Trekking and activities

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Engineer/ Physicist

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Academics as well as providing opportunities through extra-
curricular

One song that got you through MYP5
Positions- Ariana GrandeMOST likely to...LEARN DAILY AND UNLEASH MY 

PASSIONS

Iris Simpkins- Introverted nature 

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“Study while others are sleeping, work while others are
loafing, prepare while others are playing and dream while
others are wishing” - William Arthur Ward

“Those who fly solo, have the strongest wings” - Dishu
Gaba

We might remember you as…
The silent, introvert and academically passionate girl



OJAS GIRDHAR
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure Camps and Open House

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Be successful

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Free lessons

One song that got you through MYP5
Dil dhadakne do - Zindagi na milegi dobara

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
Great line by George Michael:
"Change cannot be given to you everytime. You must
bring the change"
Who is George Michael?
He is a bus conductor
Now read it again

We might remember you as…
The guy who does not click pictures

MOST likely to... NOT CLICK 
A PICTURE

Chandler from F.R.I.E.N.D.S



PUNYA CHANDNA
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Since I joined during the pandemic, my experience was different
than the others but the online events held were something I was
truly grateful for

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
I want to be successful in art! It has been my passion ever since I
was young and i am taking the steps to get better at it as well

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Middle School is a place where a child can truly grow and be
confident in themselves throughout the journey and that’s
something I wouldn’t change.

One song that got you through MYP5
The song particularly isn’t in English or Hindi but Russian!

ic3peak feat. Ghostmane “яма”

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
”Creativity doesn't wait for that perfect moment. It fashions its
own perfect moments out of ordinary ones." -- Bruce Garrabrandt
"Everything you can imagine is real." -- Pablo Picasso

We might remember you as…
The New Kid

MOST likely to... HAVE GOOD 
SPORTSMANSHIP

Diane Nguyen from Bojack
Horseman



VANSH YADAV
One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Unify quantum mechanics with general relativity ;)

One song that got you through MYP5
"Mountains" by Hans Zimmer

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
"The less I know about other people’s affairs, the happier I am. I’m not interested
in caring about people. I once worked with a guy for three years and never
learned his name. Best friend I ever had. We still never talk sometimes." - Ron
Swanson in "Parks and Recreation"

"If there is one thing I’ve learned in 52 years of public service, it is that there is
no problem so complex, nor crisis so grave that it cannot be satisfactorily
resolved within twenty minutes." - Winston Churchill in "The Crown“

We might remember you as…
Sleep-deprived

MOST likely to... NOT SLEEP

Ron Swanson from Parks and 
Recreation



MYP5 D

Students of MYP5 D are and will always be the best part of their Form

Tutors. They always strived to shine with positivity and made our Form Tutor

lessons memorable. A lot with multiple talents like singers, dancers,

sportspersons, musicians, left no stone unturned in honing their skills during

their Middle School journey. Their resilience and patience inspired us teachers

too during the last year's challenges. Be it singing songs or playing guitar, they

did their best to bring smile on each other's faces. We, as their Form Tutors

hope that they continue to rise with the same dedication and zeal in the

future. All our good wishes and blessings are with them.

Your Form Tutors forever : Abhilasha Yadav and Richard Jackson



AADYA RASTOGI
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
My entire Middle School journey was a roller coaster. In 7th grade, I met so many
new people who ended up being my best friends. A bunch of memories are in room 305
and 101 in The Nile. From watching movies to dancing and getting ready for Open
houses. Singing during PE lessons which ended-up with a beautiful mashup with
Oja, Vedika, Ishii and Nikita. The thought of not meeting them for a year, but getting
closer each day, is the unseen benefit. Being a part of the Student Council during a
pandemic felt surreal as I had always wanted to be part of the Student Council.
Despite, being tied up with Personal projects, Portfolios, Trial 1 and the late night
studies and above all the restrictions to meet in physical space, we still found time to
teach each other

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Become one of the successful doctors in the field of genetics and experience northern
lights

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Bonding with friends and Carnival

One song that got you through MYP5
A lot of songs... Yeh Ishq hai (Jab we met), Galat fehmi, Night changes, Tightrope,
Perfect harmony, This town

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“The best and most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or even touched – they
must be felt with the heart” - Helen Keller.

“I'm just living the dream. Oh, how I wish this could last forever. And yet change
mocks us with her beauty” - Olaf, Frozen

MOST likely to... BURST INTO A RANDOM SONG IN 
PUBLIC

Geet from Jab we Met 

We might remember you as…
The hairdresser, the Bollywood freak, Ms. clear notes



ANANYE GOEL
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure camps, Diwali Open House and
discussions at night in the Residences

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Be a billionaire

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Electing Student Council.

One song that got you through MYP5
Yaara teri yaari

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“I wish I knew how to quit you”

“A million dollars isn't cool. You know what's cool? A
billion dollars”

We might remember you as…
Short, Cute and chubby boy

MOST likely to... BE A SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEUR

Rishi Kapoor in Kapoor and Sons



APRAMJEET SINGH SEHRA
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Carnival

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To be an Aeronautical engineer

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Location of school

One song that got you through MYP5
Don't you remember- Adele

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
My favorite quotes from Money Heist:
“It takes much more courage to be in love than it does for war”

“Things we can't see affect our lives much more than we think”

We might remember you as…
A friendly boy

MOST likely to... 
ACHIEVE MY 

DREAMS

Berlin from Money Heist



ISHITA GOEL

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
I joined Pathways in 6th grade, as a pre termer and those were the days I
believed school to be heaven. t’s saddening to go from visiting Coca Cola
factory, Qutub Minar and Red fort every Thursday to waking up to

Wizemen spamming my inbox with ‘Zoom Meeting Scheduled’. Can’t forget
MYP5’s lovely traditions: PP, portfolios and e-asses for which we held rituals
everynight to “revise and study”. My favourite late-night study call was
with Aadya during which I had a heated argument with her 6-year-old
brother about whether those feet stabbing blocks are called “Lego” or
“Legos”. Middle school took a massive 180 for everyone, however, brought us
all together and made us more responsible.

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Score a 100 on Grammarly

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Personal Project and portfolio deadlines because I want 6th graders to
realise that Middle school is not all about sunshine and happiness

One song that got you through MYP5
The bigger picture – Lil Baby

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“You either die a hero, or you live long enough to see yourself become
the villain.”- Harvey Dent, Batman: The Dark Knight.

“Just keep swimming” - Dory

We might remember you as…
The Sarcastic One

MOST likely to... MAKE MY FRIENDS WATCH HUNGER
GAMES AND SUBTLY TRY TO CONVINCE THEM THAT
I'M LIKE KATNISS EVERDEEN

Bugs Bunny from Looney Tunes 



NIKITA RAINA

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Throughout MYP, I experienced loads of stress, loss, embarrassment
;) ,laughter, missing classes for performances, Adventure camps
full of drama, but most importantly great friendships. And these
became my favorite memories!

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
I want to be famous in life ;)

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
I never want to change the number of events we have like Carnival,
Camps or Annual production because they are a breath of fresh air

We might remember you as…
"The Drama Queen“

Songs that got you through MYP5
Comethru - Jeremy Zucker, Darasal - Atif Aslam, Jaane Kyun -
Dostana, All I want and The rose song – Olivia Rodrigo, Born to be
brave – HSMTMTS

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
Short - "Some people are worth melting for" – Olaf (Frozen)

Long - “Sometimes, you need to step outside, get some air, and
remind yourself of who you are and who you want to be’ – Gossip
Girl

MOST likely to...BE THE 
LOUDEST

'Nini' from HSMTMTS



OJAS KATIYAR

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
MUN

One dream which you want to accomplish
once you grow up
Get into a good university

One aspect of Middle School that you never
want to change
Studies

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite
show/movie
I don’t watch many shows

We might remember you as…
Tall boy

MOST likely to...STUDY



SAKSHAM YADAV
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
My MYP journey has been great. I joined my batch in 7th great and lets just say that it
went upwards from there. I was a new student in 7th but never felt like I was new. This
journey has been memorable for me, and I have thoroughly enjoyed my years in middle
school. From camps to exams to group projects, everything has been simply amazing. My
favorite memory has to be the grade 7 camps because it was my first with the school and
loved the place we went to. We did a variety of activities, and I felt like it was totally worth
it. And at the end of the day White Tigers won too, so that was a positive too. To sum it all
up, this has been a roller coaster-like journey that is sadly coming to an end

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Play Cricket for India or Work for ISRO or Become the Prime Minister of India

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Annual Adventure Camps

One song that got you through MYP5
Highway to hell- AC/DCFavourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

Short Quote: “Life is not a problem to be solved, but a reality to be
experienced“
Long Quote: “Everybody wants to be famous, but nobody wants to
do the work. I live by that. You grind hard so you can play hard. At
the end of the day, you put all the work in, and eventually it’ll pay
off. It could be in a year, it could be in 30 years. Eventually, your
hard work will pay off”

We might remember you as…
The geek

MOST likely to... BE THE TALKATIVE ONE

Rancho - 3 Idiots



VIBHUTI KUSHWAHA
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure Camps 2019

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Becoming a qualified person and support a family someday just like my parents

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Annual Adventure Camps

One song that got you through MYP5
GUMMO - Tekashi 6ix9ine

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“Sometimes I’ll start a sentence and I don’t even know where it’s going. I just hope I
find it along the way” --Michael Scott, The Office

We might remember you as…
Vibhuti

MOST likely to... GRIND SAT AND 
ACHIEVE A 1600, AND THEN SLEEP 

FOR THE REST OF DP

Raj Koothrapalli from The Big Bang Theory



ANAGH BANSAL

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Portfolio classes

One dream which you want to accomplish
once you grow up
Be a successful entrepreneur

One aspect of Middle School that you never
want to change
The way we were taught

One song that got you through MYP5
Changes by XXXTENTACION

We might remember you as…
Anagh

MOST likely to... 
PLAY SPORTS



AVIKAM KANODIA
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
My favourite memories form MYP1 through MYP5 are with my friends in the
Residence, who now seem more like a family to me

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
My dream is to have multiple assets in my name in order to achieve my goal of
absolute financial freedom

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Friendships

One song that got you through MYP5
We don't talk anymore

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“When you are confused, you are about to learn. When you are frustrated, you are
about to have a breakthrough”

“Learn to accept the bitter truth, to make the better you”

We might remember you as…
Kano

MOST likely to... BE A 
BILLIONAIRE

Tony Stark



DEV SARAWAGI
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Bonding with friends

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
I want to be rich

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Workload

One song that got you through MYP5
Mask off

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“I'm gonna make him an offer he can't refuse“ - THE GODFATHER (1972)

We might remember you as…
The class clown

MOST likely to... MAKE 
OTHERS SMILE

Imran Qureshi (ZNMD)



KESHAV BAJAJ
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure Camps 2019 and Boarding

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To be a successful businessman and make my parents proud

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Annual Adventure Camps and Carnival

One song that got you through MYP5
DROPTOP- AP Dhillon

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“Short quote- "You can't build a long term future on short term
thinking"- BILLY COX

Long quote- "Time is too slow for those who wait, too swift for
those who fear, too long for those who grieve, too short for those
who rejoice, but for those who love, time is eternity"- Henry Van
Dyke

We might remember you as…
Tall man

MOST likely to... BE THE LAST ONE TO SUBMIT WORK



MAHI AGARWAL

MOST likely to... BE RICH

RANI  from Queen 

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Spending some fabulous time with friends in the
Residence, dancing, and singing, chatting late at
night, all the Open houses, excitement for getting ready
for the event, relaxing on the weekend by watching
movies. Above all the Annual Adventure camps

One dream which you want to accomplish once you

grow up
Wanna win Bigg Boss 19, have my own business, go
on the girl's trip with my friends and travel the world
and have lots of dogs

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to
change
Hanging around the campus during break time and
bunking sports

One song that got you through MYP5
Ex-calling, Mere Khwabon mein, Blank space

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite
show/movie
“Our business is our business, none of your business”

“Don't angry me”

We might remember you as…
Drama queen and cute short friend



MUSKAN OBEROI

MOST likely to... END UP FILTHY RICH

Ayesha Mehra 
From Dil 

Dhadakne Do

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
My favourite memories through MYP1 and MYP5 are tied between the 2019 Camps and the
2020 PWSMUN. During Camps, I connected with my classmates and teachers through all the
fun activities we did and, I made friendships that I know will last forever. PWS Model United
Nations 2020 in MYP5 was where I connected with people from different backgrounds and had
a lot of fun debating with people who had different ideas and beliefs to create a resolution

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
My dream is to make my parents and my school proud and thank them for everything they've
given and taught me

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Annual Adventure Camps and Annual Production

One song that got you through MYP5
Kings & Queens -- Ava Max

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“"Life is unpredictable, it changes with the seasons. But I think everything, happens for the best
of reasons. Even Snow White ate a poison apple, Cinderella was a former maid, Ariel lost her
voice, Sleeping Beauty was cursed, and Rapunzel had to cut her braids. So if you feel that life
is unfair, if you feel it is too hard, just know that each princess, in their story is actually
scarred"

"The best moments in life are only captured in mind“

We might remember you as…
You might remember me as the Desi Girl from China



PRERAK BHATIA

MOST likely to... FOREVER BE IN LOVE WITH
HIS HIGHSCHOOL SWEETHEART Ted Mosby - How I Met Your Mother 

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Rafting during MYP3 Annual Adventure camps

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Forbes 40 under 40 India

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The bonding shared between teachers and students

One song that got you through MYP5
Brown Munde - AP DHILLON

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“Legen...Wait For It...Dary, Legendary!"

"Ted, The Only Time I Want To Hear You saying, ‘The One’ Is If
It’s Followed By The Word ‘Hundredth’ "

We might remember you as…
Prè-prè



SANNVI BINDAL

MOST likely to... JUMP FROM A CLIFF TO HAVE FUN

We might remember you as…
The tuck supplier

Kiara from Dear Zindagi

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Hanging around with friends at the backside of Panini

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To be a popular celebrity and surrounded by Paparazzi

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
School formals and the campus

One song that got you through MYP5
UCLA by - RL Grime

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
long - Gossip girl - “Watch and learn, ladies. The most important
parties to attend are the one you are not invited to”. by - blair waldorf

short – “To all the boys I've loved before - life doesn't have to be planned.
Just roll with it and let it happen”



MYP5 E

“The art of life lies in a constant readjustment to our surroundings.”

Kakuzo Okakura from “The Book of Tea”

It has been an unusual year for all of us but it has been one that we will remember fondly forever. The online connect

with our form tutees, who were also our mentors for technology, the zoom classes with students, the online submissions,

feedback on assignments done, chasing defaulters for submissions, chasing for portfolios, PP, service reflections, IGCA,

IAYP and a host of other things the MYP 5 students had to squeeze into this last year in MYP. Made the journey

memorable. The chase was continuously on in their race of completing their academic year fruitfully and in accordance

with the IBMYP expectations. In this race and chase the students have matured into multi -tasking responsible, caring

and reflective young adults ready to shed the mantle of MYP5 and to take on the mantle of IBDP – emerging from the

pupa to the chrysalis to turn into the beautiful butterflies and dragon flies to create beauty in the world around them.

Our message for all the MYP5 students is :

“Every next level of your life will demand a different version of you. Let that version be the best each time.”

Your Form Tutors forever : Rohini Chandhoke and Navita Gulati



ADITYA KUMAR

MOST likely to... PLAY CRICKET AT ANY TIME

Dory from Finding Dory 

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Founders’ Day

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Animate my own film

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
#Inspireability talks

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“There's some good in this world, Mr. Frodo, and it's worth fighting for.” From
Lord of the rings

“You must be the change you wish to see in the world.” — Gandhi

We might remember you as…
An artist 



JASPREET BADESHA

MOST likely to... OWN 20 DOGS AT ONCE

Ranveer Kapoor from Ye Jawani Hai Deewaani

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
MYP Annual Adventure Camps 2018

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Travel the world

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The breaks between classes

One song that got you through MYP5
señorita

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie
“Life is either a daring adventure or nothing at all”

We might remember you as…
The latecomer



KRISH JINDAL

MOST likely to... INVENT SOMETHING

Gandalf - Lord of the rings 
Tony Stark - Marvel comics

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Staying up late in the Residence

One dream which you want to accomplish once you

grow up
Establish a technology based company, build an Iron
man suit

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to
change
Independence

One song that got you through MYP5
Happy - Pharrel Williams

Favourite quotes, or lines from your
favourite show/movie
" Do or Do not, there is not try" - Master
Yoda ( star wars: empire strikes back)

"All we have to decide is what to do with the
time that is given us. "— Gandalf( LOTR)

We might remember you as…
The techie



NANDINI SARIN

MOST likely to... BE ILLEGAL IN 72 COUNTRIES

Patrick Star from Spongebob

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Falling off the raft in Rishikesh during
MYP3 Annual Adventure camps

One dream which you want to accomplish

once you grow up
Re-live my childhood

One aspect of Middle School that you never
want to change
Vinod Sir's Biology lessons

One song that got you through MYP5
Mooo! - Doja Cat

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite
show/movie

Patrick Star: "The inner machinations of
my mind are an enigma" - Sponge bob

We might remember you as…
The drummer girl



SANAH SINGH

MOST likely to... SING SONGS TO RANDOM 
PEOPLE IN SCHOOL WHOM I DON’T KNOW

Poo - Kabhi Khushi 
Kabhi Gham

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Boarding, Carnivals and events

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Travel all over the world and do things that make me happy
with the people I love

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Having a different group of people in every class

One song that got you through MYP5
Paint it red - Ik Junoon

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

Nothing specific, every quote has a inspiration of its own

We might remember you 
as…

Drama Queen



TIA SACHDEVA

Katherine Pierce  (Katerina Petrova) from The 
Vampire Diaries

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Attending lessons from home with no social interactions and
working peacefully with no distractions

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Criminal Psychologist and an Artist

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The way portfolio subjects run and provide skills & develop
creativity

One song that got you through MYP5
Seven Nation Arrmy - The white stripes

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite
show/movie

"Other people are quite dreadful . The only possible
society is oneself "- Oscar Wilde

“If you want to shine like sun, first you want to burn
like it.” – Adolf Hitler

We might remember you as…
The Wallflower

MOST likely to... BE A CIA AGENT OR 
CRIMINAL LAWYER



VATSAL KABRA

Rick Sanchez

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
World Scholar’s Cup

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Greatness

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Exploration

One song that got you through MYP5
Panda cover by Snowball

We might remember you as…
The biggest little kid

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

"What's normal anyways" - Forrest Gump

"I have always been very calm. I'm not too stressed now just
because I'm in formula one. For me, tomorrow will be another day
whether I finish first or last. I have to do the maximum." -
Fernando Alonso

MOST likely to... CHANGE THE WORLD



ALIMA SHALA

Samantha Manson

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
CHAL - Everest Base Camp

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Get into UNICEF Management

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The Sports field

One song that got you through MYP5
Gym class - Lil peep

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

Long Quote: "For my part, I know nothing with any certainty, but
the sight of the stars makes me dream" by Vincent Van Gogh

Short Quote:: "...And in this moment I swear, we are infinite" by The
Perks of Being a WallflowerWe might remember you as…

Baguette and Croissant

MOST likely to...BE LATE FOR MATH LESSONS AND
GET SCOLDED IN THE MORNING FOR NEVER
WEARING THE PROPER SCHOOL ATTIRE



APOORVA VARSHNEY

Phoebe - F.R.I.E.N.D.S

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure Camps 2019

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To run a dog shelter

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The movement between buildings after every lesson

One song that got you through MYP5
Mera Mann Kehne Laga

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

“They don't know that we know that they know!”

“Its all a moo point!”

We might remember you as…
A person who embarrasses her friends by doing a weird dance in
public

MOST likely to... KILL SOMEONE ACCIDENTALLY



BHAVYA TATER

Anna from Frozen 

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
After school Prep in MYP 1

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Be happy

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Snack break

One song that got you through MYP5
Dil Dhadakne Do- Zindagi na Milegi Dobara

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

"I'll get over it I just got to be dramatic first“

"We're all mad here" - Mad Hatter

We might remember you as…
Tamater

MOST likely to... BE CLUMSY



MISHANK ARORA

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
The SGFI tournament

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To accomplish the best out of my life

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
2 great buildings - Bhaskara and Aryabhata

One song that got you through MYP5
In the End

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

“Don't let anyone ever make you feel like you don't deserve what
you want.”

“Great men are not born great, they grow great.”

We might remember you as…
A basketball player

MOST likely to... LEARN MORE ABOUT THE 
DIGITAL WORLD



REHAAN SHARMA

Professor(Money Heist)

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
MYP 2

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To run my father’s business and complete my dreams

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Founders day and various other events specific to Middle School

One song that got you through MYP5
I don’t remember honestly

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

A positive attitude can really make dreams come true - it did for me.
..(Long)
I may be not perfect but it is always me. (Short)

We might remember you as…
Rehaan

MOST likely to... SING SONGS



RIYA JAIN

Monica from FRIENDS 

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Sir GoPro laa sakte hai camps pe?
Cut to ‘No cameras allowed’

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
I want to be able to dance very well and be successful

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Carnival

One song that got you through MYP5
Make you mine- PUBLIC

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

You hung up on the pizza place?
I don't hang up on your friends!

Hello 911, I would like to report a robbery, the victim?
My heart

We might remember you as…
Jenny/starfish MOST likely to...GIVE THE WRONG ANSWERS



VANSH MITTAL
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Residence

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Be a successful man in life

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Nothing

One song that got you through MYP5
Lean on

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite
show/movie

“Frankly, my dear, I don't give a damn”

“I'm gonna make him an offer he can't refuse”

We might remember you as…
Vansh

MOST likely to... FALL ASLEEP DURING ONLINE 
CLASS



YASHVARYA GOYAL

Mabel from Gravity Falls

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
The night safaris at MYP4 Annual Adventure
camps

One dream which you want to accomplish once

you grow up
I want to sky-dive once in my life

One aspect of Middle School that you never want
to change
Anything!

One song that got you through MYP5
Kyoto - Pheobe Bridgers

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite
show/movie

“Ugh! As If!” -Cher in Clueless

"I want to live my life so I can read an in-depth
biography about myself in later years." - Paris in
Gilmore Girls

We might remember you as…
The girl who was always late to school

MOST likely to... GET A NEW IDENTITY 
AND MOVE TO EUROPE AT THE 

SMALLEST INCONVENIENCE IN MY 
LIFE



MYP5 F

Dear Lovely Students of MYP 5 F1 & F2 ,

Thank you for your sleepy wonderful smiles every morning!

Thank you for all your efforts for thinking out of the box while being in a

box (Zoom).

All the best for your future adventures in life ! Stay Happy ! Stay Fit!

Your Form Tutors forever : Madhumati Goswami and Richa Nasa



AARAV MEHTA

Spider Man

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure Camps MYP4

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Become a professional Table Tennis player

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The amount of extracurricular activities that we get to participate in

One song that got you through MYP5
Droptop

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

Terry fox – “I’m not going to give up. But I might not make it..!if I don’t, the
marathon of hope better continue.”

We might remember you as…
Mehta

MOST likely to... BECOME A GOOD 
BUSINESSMAN



ASHMIT GHAI

Ross Geller

Favourite memory from MYP1 through
MYP5
Annual Adventure Camps’18
undoubtedly... call it a cliché it would not
matter

One dream which you want to

accomplish once you grow up
To be the next John D. Rockefeller

One aspect of Middle School that you
never want to change
The ability to bunk hours on end

roaming HAN field

One song that got you through MYP5
Holiday - Lil Nas x

Favourite quotes, or lines from your
favourite show/movie

“You don’t parley when you’re on the
back foot” - Thomas Shelby

“Proximity to power deludes some
into thinking they wield it” - Frank
underwood

We might remember you as…
The guy who wouldn’t wear
Pathways shorts if his life depended
on it

MOST likely to...SHOW UP TO SCHOOL WITH THE 
WEIRDEST HAIRCUT 



AYUSH AGARWAL

Berlin- Money Heist 

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
PE Lessons

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
I want to be a successful industrialist

One song that got you through MYP5
Like Us- Ayo & Teo

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

“Opportunities don't happen. You create them“

We might remember you as…
Ayush

MOST likely to... BE A SUCCESSFUL INDUSTRIALIST



DHRUV YADAV

One dream which you want to accomplish

once you grow up
To be the next John D. Rockefeller. I would like
to take an interview of king (Indian singer
and rapper)

One song that got you through MYP5
Bellaofficials- riot

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite
show/movie

“If it makes you happy, no one else's opinion
should matter”

We might remember you as…
Dhruv



JHANAVI MALHOTRA

Blair Waldorf - Gossip Girl 

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure Camps’18 to Rishikesh; we had the
most fantastic time whilst river rafting on the
Ganges

One dream which you want to accomplish once you

grow up
To travel the world and be an accomplished and
successful dancer

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to
change
Annual Production

One song that got you through MYP5
Memories - maroon 5Favourite quotes, or lines from your

favourite show/movie

“I'm Chuck Bass" - chuck bass

"We don't judge. We're the Non-Judging
Breakfast Club, we're your best friends."-
Blair

We might remember you as…
The dancer

MOST likely to...FOREVER BE IN LOVE 
WITH HER HIGHSCHOOL SWEETHEART 



KUSHAGRA BHARDWAJ

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Summer Vacation

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Complete tasks on time

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
School Building

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite
show/movie

“School is cool”

“If stupidity was an art, everybody would be
Picasso”

We might remember you as…
A student

MOST likely to... SLEEP WHILE FILLING THE 
"FORM"



SHREEYA SURI

Paris from Gilmore Girls -
Minus the rich and the 

wealth 

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure camps and the Model United Nations at
Pathways

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To represent India in the United Nations

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Annual Adventure Camps

One song that got you through MYP5
Can't Stop the Feeling - By : Justin Timberlake

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

“Every shadow, no matter how deep, is threatened by morning
light”

"It seems so simple now , but it took me a long time to figure
out that happiness is experienced when we finally give
ourselves permission to let go of the things that make us sad ."
- Steve Maraboli

We might remember you as…
The Noraa girl

MOST likely to... BE 
IMPERSONATING GREY'S 

ANATOMY



ANOUSHKA GOYAL

Nairobi: fictional character from Money Heist 

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Exchanging glances with friends at the bus stop as the teachers moved
us in our buses

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To interrogate a real-life criminal

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The little assemblies that we have in the atriums

One song that got you through MYP5
Whoopty: CJ

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

“an eye for an eye my friend” - L Lawliet (anime: death note)

“If opportunity doesn't knock, build a door” - Money Heist

We might remember you as…
The girl who never tied her hair

MOST likely to... START A 
RUMOUR



ANVI RAWAT

Rosa Diaz 

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Evening school, when we would watch the school’s Annual production.

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Travel to at least 20 countries in Europe

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Annual production

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

“I'm not crazy, my mother had me tested” - Big Bang Theory

“Every time someone steps up and says who they are, the world becomes a
better, more interesting place” - Brooklyn nine-nine

MOST likely to... FINISH AN ENTIRE BOOK SERIES IN A 
WEEK 

One song that got you through MYP5
Love - Lana Del Rey

We might remember you as…
The one who got two phones confiscated



DHAIRYA PREMANI

Archie Andrews from Riverdale 

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure camps

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To commence my own car dealership firm and to produce
movies.

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Everything

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

“I'm the king of the world!” -Titanic

"I'm gonna make him an offer he can't refuse." THE
GODFATHER

One song that got you through MYP5
Bollywood - farrar- AP

MOST likely to... BE FOUND IN THE GYM 

We might remember you as…
The boy with the most amazing dressing sense. 

“It is totally impossible to be well-dressed in cheap shoes.”



KHUSHI AGGARWAL

Jaadu,  Alizeh,  Sheldon and some even say Kabir 
from YJHD

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure Camps, Carnivals, Annual productions and other fun
events and Conferences. The crazy energy and all the years that I spent in
the boarding. Also, not getting caught when doing something I'm not
supposed to do.

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
So many. I want to have my own business, and probably solo travel. Also
interact more and basically be smart, rich and successful.

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The good energy some of the teachers have, Camps and Carnivals.

One song that got you through MYP5
Waqt ki baatien- Dream note, Sunday Best- Surfaces, Good as hell- Lizzo

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

“All of us are in the gutter but some of us are looking at the stars“

“Babumoshai zindagi badi honi chahiye, lambi nahi“

“Life is not about finding yourself, its about creating yourself"

We might remember you as…
Jaadu for my love of keeping my hood up and the sun during winters. Jigu
bro.

MOST likely to... TAKE PART IN A MUSICAL 



MUDA BORGOYARI

Rocky from KGF

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure Camps

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Become a Union Minister of the Government of Assam

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Please never change the dates for the summer & winter vacations

One song that got you through MYP5
Memories

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

“I'm gonna make him an offer he can't refuse”

“Never expect to see a change if you don't make one”

We might remember you as…
By Whatever name you wish to

MOST likely to... ENTER STUDENT POLITICS



RISHAB K C

Spiderman

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Pre-term. When I was new to the school and I got to experience new things

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
A successful businessman, and grow a Multi-national company related to technology as it holds
the future

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The variety of subjects given to students as an option to pursue as we start to think about out future
occupations

One song that got you through MYP5
Better days- One Republic

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

“Every man dies, not every man really lives”

We might remember you as…
As a fairly quiet boy, who would do the tasks intended and sometimes fool around here and there

MOST likely to... BUILD A SUCCESSFUL FUTURE FOR MYSELF



SIDHARTH SINGH

Kapil Sharma

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To become a lawyer

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The fun activities

One song that got you through MYP5
Unstoppable - Dino James

Nidarr - Dino James

We might remember you as…
The best case I went through

MOST likely to... BE A LAWYER



MYP5 G

The past year has been nonetheless a rollercoaster ride for all the students

with sudden ups and downs, but the students overcame all these situations

with strength and determination. Whether it was the menace of the

pandemic, the sudden shift to online learning, or any such obstacle, together,

we got the better of all challenges that stood in our path. Your journey with

Middle School may end here, but above all, it is the beginning of new

opportunities for you. We wish you all the very best for your future

endeavors. With lots of love

Your Form Tutors forever : Archit Atray and Laxmi Yadav



ARAV AGARWAL

Eddie Morra-Limitless

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Taking rounds around the Amphitheatre with friends

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Making a Billion dollars

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Free seating in lunch

One song that got you through MYP5
YSIV by Logic

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

They asked me to write something. So here it is: “Something”

We might remember you as…
aalaaaa

MOST likely to... INVEST



ARTIKA AGGARWAL

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Making my parents proud of me

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Everything

One song that got you through MYP5
Dasht-E-tanhai mein by Iqbal Bano and many more

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

"Don't underestimate her and don't bet against her."
"I'm not gonna stop until I prove it."

We might remember you as…
Artika

MOST likely to... FALL ASLEEP DURING 
ONLINE CLASS



ARYAMAN GARG

Bunny from Yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
MYP4 Annual Adventure Camps. It was the time I was able to
be the real me and interacted with a lot of people

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To go on a trip with all my school friends

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The relationship between the teachers and students, it is so
special

One song that got you through MYP5
Atrangi yaari

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite
show/movie

“I would rather walk with a friend in the dark, than
alone in the light”

“Keep the ones that heard you when you never said a
word”

We might remember you as…
Artist or the troublemaker

MOST likely to... KEEP THE ONES THAT HEARD YOU 
WHEN YOU NEVER SAID A WORD



HARSH AGARWAL

Morty, from Rick and Morty

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure Camps MYP4

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
A successful businessman/entrepreneur

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
I personally think that the options we are given for our subjects are
perfect. It allows us to study different things at a time

One song that got you through MYP5
Out West- Jackboys

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite
show/movie

"I am Beyoncé, always“

"I learned a while back that if I do not text 911, people
do not return my call. Um, but now people always
return my calls because they think that something
horrible has happened.“

We might remember you as…
The quiet kid

MOST likely to... LISTEN TO RAP MUSIC, ITS ONE OF MY FAVOURITE
GENRES OF MUSIC



KRIPAA TALWAR

Angela Martin - The Office

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure Camps MYP3 - Rafting

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
I dream of being on The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon, where I
speak about my ~life~ and ~hardships~ and discuss my ~quirky
life stories~

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The fact that you can take a 7th subject (Eco/Business Management)
and then be ~free~ with a subject by January and only have to worry
about 6 :)

One song that got you through MYP5
Sanctuary – Joji

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

"I think, therefore I am" - René Descartes

"Don't ever piss off a short girl. They're like cute, tiny, adorable ninjas
of death, who're at the perfect height to punch you where it hurts." –
Unknown

We might remember you as…
Chhota Pataka / Midget 

MOST likely to... WRITE 10,000 STINK MAILS TO PEOPLE 
WHO DON'T SUBMIT THEIR WORK ON TIME FOR 
#INSPIREABILITY 



NAMR ROHATGI

Stan Marsh - Southpark

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Annual Adventure Camps MYP4

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Give different charities some percentage of pay each month

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Sleeping Late and Waking up early

One song that got you through MYP5
No Sleep - GLA Atlantic

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

""Life Is A Party And I'm The Piñata" - Charles Boyle

“Would I rather be feared or loved? Easy. Both. I want people to
be afraid of how much they love me.” -Micheal Scott.

We might remember you as…
Namr



SANSKRITI JIWANTIKA SINGH

Chandler  from F.R.I.E.N.D.S

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Every single carnival I attended

One dream which you want to accomplish

once you grow up
I want to be rich and successful

One aspect of Middle School that you never
want to change
The crazy energy

One song that got you through MYP5
Sweater weather

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite
show/movie

"Hi, I’m Chandler. I make jokes when I’m
uncomfortable.” ~ Chandler, F.R.I.E.N.D.S

“I gotta hold on to my angst. I preserve it
because I need it. It keeps me sharp, on the edge,
where I gotta be.” —Vincent Hanna, Heat

We might remember you as…
The friend who will always back you up

MOST likely to... BECOME A 
BILLIONAIRE.. DUH



SAVYA BINDAL

Aditi from Yeh Jawaani  Hai Deewani

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Getting notes from teachers to miss out on classes and prepare for Teacher's day
and Carnival dances

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To be an independent woman in no matter what field I choose to make a career
in

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The innocence, because I think as our grade gets higher we tend to focus on the
workload and lose our fun side so I wouldn't want that to go

One song that got you through MYP5
Who says - Selena Gomez

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

"Hey Poo! Movie tonight? "Tell me how it waaaaaaaaaas" ( K3G)

“You have about as much of a chance of successfully running my
company as I do successfully running a marathon In heels” -
(Fallon Carrington in Dynasty)

We might remember you as…
The person who knows all the celebrity gossips

MOST likely to...LAUGH AT THE MOST SERIOUS 
SITUATIONS AND INSTANTLY REGRET IT



AASMIT GUPTA
Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
MUN and World Scholar's cup

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Live life

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Free seating on Fridays

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

“May the Force be with you.” -Star Wars, 1977

“My precious.” -The Lord of the Rings: Two Towers, 2002

We might remember you as…
A peer

MOST likely to... LIVE LIFE



ANA MALIK

Fallon Carrington - Dynasty

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
My favorite memory from MYP1 to MYP5 was in
grade 7 camps when we went to Nainital and there
we went for a night trek, in the middle of a deep
forest and glanced up at the sky. we were
surrounded by dense trees and all we could see
when we looked up was slight purple and blue
shades in the sky covered with stars. it was
absolutely magical.

One dream which you want to accomplish once you

grow up
To be a successful businesswoman, and move to
New York with my best friend and live the best
time of my life

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to
change
The fun that we have in classes. I think, the school
should be both to make the best memories of our
childhood and learn the lifes’ most important

lessons

Favourite quotes, or lines from your
favourite show/movie

“Can you go be depressed somewhere else,
you're bumming out my whole area" - gina
from b99

"...Because in the end, when you lose
somebody, every candle, every prayer is not
going to make up for the fact that the only
thing you have left is a hole in your life
where that somebody that you cared about
used to be" - Damon Salvatore from the
Vampire diaries.

One song that got you through MYP5
Everyday by logic & marshmellow

We might remember you as…
Flopathon from MYP3 Annual Production

(lead role as Taylor Swift)

MOST likely to... GO FOR A SWIM AND EAT A POPSICLE EVEN 
WHILE IT'S SNOWING OUTSIDE



AVIK BARUA

Landon Kirby

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Winter Carnival and many memories in the
boarding

One dream which you want to accomplish once

you grow up
Become a successful person

One aspect of Middle School that you never want
to change
The people

One song that got you through MYP5
Alex Sparrow - Lets stay home tonight

MOST likely to... STUDY AND SLEEP



DAYAL BHATTI

Jon Snow

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
MYP4 Annual Adventure camps were amazing and fun

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To become a billionaire and also help charitable causes

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Free seating on Fridays

One song that got you through MYP5
Feeling Good/Chicago Freestyle

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

"People like me don't write books, they're written about“

"People who can't throw something important away can never
hope to change anything"

MOST likely to... LEAVE MY 
WORK FOR THE LAST DAY OF 

SUBMISSION

We might remember you as…
Mr. PP , Mr. Bhatti



JIYE PARK

Rocket Raccoon from Guardians of the Galaxy

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
As embarrassing as it is to admit, I peaked in 9th grade before the pandemic
hit. But still, I’ll miss everything about MYP: Religious midnight PP
submissions, carnivals that always felt too short, and even secretly reading
manga in math class.

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Become successful at what I do.

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The environment.

One song that got you through MYP5
Choke - idkhbtfm

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

"The phrase I hate the most is Hard Work and the second most
hated is Work Hard" - Joseph Joestar
"I love it when it snows. The world falls completely silent... and
I can sleep undisturbed." - Kadehara Kazuhua

We might remember you as…
Jiye with an E, not Jiya

MOST likely to... FORGET MY OWN BIRTHDAY



MANTHAN SHARMA

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
Not any particular memory , every memory has it own place

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
Want to make things perfect

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
Teaching and learning

One song that got you through MYP5
Closer

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

"Live and let others live”

We might remember you as…
Manthan Sharma



PRANAY JAIN

'L' in Deathnote

Favourite memory from MYP1 through
MYP5
Annual Adventure Camps

One dream which you want to accomplish

once you grow up
Go bungee jumping

One aspect of Middle School that you
never want to change
Annual Adventure Camps

One song that got you through MYP5
In my blood

Favourite quotes, or lines from your
favourite show/movie

"I don't have dreams, I have goals" By
Harvey Specter in 'Suits’

"I don't want to survive, I want to live!" in
'Wall-E’

We might remember you as…
Short guy

MOST likely to... GET ENGAGED WITH 
PEOPLE WHO HAVE SIMILAR INTERESTS



VIDHI CHANNA

Amy from Little Women

Favourite memory from MYP1 through MYP5
My favorite memory would probably be when I received my first ever award from
Pathways. However, throughout my MYP journey I would say that there is not one
specific memory or moment which I hold closest, it would be an array of memories
from different stages of the journey which help me look back it and think fondly.

One dream which you want to accomplish once you grow up
To be a world-renowned scientist known for my achievements in Biology.

One aspect of Middle School that you never want to change
The variety of subjects we get to experience before deciding what we want to pursue.

One song that got you through MYP5
Night Changes- One Direction, The Kids Are Alright- Chloe X Halle

Favourite quotes, or lines from your favourite show/movie

""Satisfaction isn't in my nature"- Loki from "Thor: The Dark World"

"Courage is not the absence of fear, but rather the judgment that something else
is more important than fear. The brave may not live forever, but the cautious do
not live at all. From now on you'll be traveling the road between who you think
you are and who you can be. The key is to allow yourself to make the journey.“ -
Princess Diaries

MOST likely to... COME UP WITH AN INTRICATE 
PLAN TO GET SOMEONE MURDERED 

We might remember you as…
the person who would be upset if I get an A instead of 

A+ in College 
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